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Timothy Jacob Jensen is the creative force of the year: 

Iconic Danish designer takes on venerated 
Christmas aquavit

Christmas is all about tradition, and, as always, this year’s edition of the 
Aalborg Jule Akvavit has a new motif uniting Danish artisanal skills across 
categories. Thanks to award-winning Danish designer Timothy Jacob Jensen, 
the 2019 Christmas aquavit has a new elegant print complementing the 
exceptional contents of the bottle and celebrating Nordic Yuletide traditions.
With his characteristic design language, Jensen has created a very personal 
motif for the bottle reflecting his own view of the Christmas season. 

Jul, Jol, Yule - and aquavit
Every year sees a new, unique motif 
on the Aalborg Jule Akvavit bottles, 
and in 2019 Aalborg Akvavit and 
iconic Danish designer Timothy Jacob 
Jensen have united the many Nordic 
Christmas traditions in one bottle. 
Aquavit has always been part of 
Nordic culinary tradition, particularly 
around Christmas, but this year's 
edition harks back to ancient times. 
Like the English word 'Yule', Danish 
'Jul' derives from Old Norse 'Jol' - our 
ancestors' midwinter celebration of 
the returning of the light. 
Collaborating with his long-time 
creative associate, graphic artist 
Rikke Boe Nielsen, Timothy Jacob 
Jensen has designed a motif 
celebrating the natural flow of the 

seasons and the way the universe resets
darkness and makes room for light and life
again. The inspiration springs from Timothy's
early years apprenticed to his father, Jacob Jensen, and a closer look reveals the sun 
symbol as a modern monogram of Timothy Jacob Jensen's initials.

New layers on top of old traditions 

Download free high-resolution photos here.

http://download.rostrapr.com/?path=download/Aalborg%20Jule%20Akvavit%202019/


"To me, December is connected to the winter solstice. I've always been fascinated 
with the way everything begins anew and daylight starts returning. This is why my 
personal sun symbol seemed the obvious choice for the motif on this year's Aalborg 
Jule Akvavit. It is rooted in the very first task I was set as apprentice to my dad, Jacob 
Jensen: drawing lines and circles. The circles symbolise the cycle of life while the 
vertical and horizontal lines represent life and death respectively. This design is the 
perfect embodiment of my fascination with the winter solstice and the birth of a new 
year," explains Timothy Jacob Jensen.

A bold Christmas classic 
Aalborg Jule Akvavit is a bold Christmas classic made each year following the very 
same recipe as at its introduction in 1982. Each year, the bottle features a new, 
unique motif, and the bottle design itself changes every four years. This is why the 
Christmas aquavit has become a special collector's item. In its current shape with its 
angular neck and solid, round bottom, the bottle is ready for its second year 
accompanying the traditional Danish Christmas spread. All in all a design inherently 
representing the many flavour nuances of the aquavit itself. 

"A new year means a new bottle motif. To contrast the manifold impressions of 
Christmas, we have chosen to emphasize the simple lines so characteristic of Timothy 
Jacob Jensen's designs. This year, we've focused on the natural change of the seasons 
and the fact that daylight is slowly but surely returning. There was no doubt in our 
minds that Timothy Jacob Jensen should be the one to design the motif for the Aalborg
Jule Akvavit 2019, since we find that his iconic style lends the bottle a special 
expression while simultaneously complementing the extraordinary skill that goes into 
making our aquavits, not least the Christmas edition," says category manager at 
Aalborg Akvavit Lajs Kaznelson. 

The Aalborg Jule Akvavit featuring Timothy Jacob Jensen's design will be available at 
wine shops and leading supermarkets from the end of October. 

Download free high-resolution photos here.

Timothy Jacob Jensen

Timothy Jacob Jensen started his design career as an apprentice to his father, 
Jacob Jensen, in 1978. In 1990, he bought the Jacob Jensen studio and has since 
established studios abroad in Shanghai and Bangkok while building up the iconic 
design brand JACOB JENSEN®.

Timothy is the most awarded Danish designer worldwide and has left his distinct 
mark on design history with his work for Bang & Olufsen, Ecco, Gaggenau, 
Lufthansa, Steinway Lyngdorf, Vertu and Volvo, to mention but a few.

http://download.rostrapr.com/?path=download/Aalborg%20Jule%20Akvavit%202019/


In 2018, Timothy sold his shares in Jacob Jensen Design and has since established 
his new enterprise, Timothy Jacob Jensen Studios, by the Limfjord in Hejlskov, 
Denmark.

Read more at https://timothyjacobjensen.com/timothy-jacob-jensen/

About Aalborg Jule Akvavit 

Aalborg Jule Akvavit is a bold luxury spirit, which has been a star on the firmament 
of Danish aquavit distilling since 1982 and the Danes' preferred accompaniment for
Christmas feasts ever since. This year's bottle contains the same great Christmas 
aquavit as it did 37 years ago.

Aalborg Jule Akvavit is a tribute to the two "fathers of Danish aquavit" Isidor Henius
and Harald Jensen and has been produced according to their old recipes from the 
late 1800s. 

In accordance with tradition, the aquavit has been kept at 47% ABV and flavoured 
with a distillate of caraway, dill and coriander seeds. 37 years after its conception, 
the taste is still dominated by caraway with subtle notes of dill, fennel, cinnamon 
and orange.
Read more at www.aalborgakvavit.dk
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